Carriwell Lace
Nursing Bra
This cotton lace nursing bra has been specifically
designed for your breast feeding convenience and
comfort. The stretchy soft lace follows the natural
curves of your body and the easy-to-open cross-over
style enables baby to nuzzle up to mom’s breast very
easily.

Jenny: Very comfortable as a sleep nursing bra. The bra has a racerback which makes pulling the
fabric down under the breast a little tight, but probably helps with its comfort. Not much support
but great for holding breast pads in place overnight. Pretty too!

Kerri: Really comfy but there is one spot on the back where it rubs me... Not sure why tho! The
lace is almost feather light - doesn’t actually have any elastic to it - just is there - no grip... But it
is super comfy - just wish it didn’t rub. Easy to nurse in! Doesn’t seem like it would fit very large
breasts, but I’ve gotten mine into it even when engorged!! (the others were in the wash...) :)

Alice: Looks pretty. And definitely feels fresh and soft. But please be aware that it has very little
support... I didn’t realize that before I bought. But good for comfy night time feeds

Heather: Nice quality, fits small. I am a 34B and the med just fit. Comfortable, lace isn’t scratchy.

Teresa: Very comfortable. I use it for postpartum support, not nursing. If one has to wear a bra
while sleeping, this would be my choice.

Carriwell Lace Nursing Bra
The Carriwell Lace Feeding Bra is beautifully styled and designed
for your breast feeding convenience & comfort.

Average Customer Rating:

The most comfortable maternity bra!
Customer AvatarJenny76
This is the most comfortable maternity bra which I have bought and is great for round the house and
nightime use. Not supportive enought to wear all day & out and about, but absolutely great for when you
want a break from wearing a normal bra and need to feel comfortable. Perfect for combining with normal
maternity bra use. Great product!

Nursing bra
WingYee
Very comfortable, great for both day & night time

Comfortable bra
pats021
I am in the final stages of my second pregnancy and bought this bra in preparation for breast feeding. It has
arrived and I have started wearing it already as it is so comfortable. Plus looks like it will work really well come
breast feeding time - easy access and good comfort. Stretchy too so will stretch to fit whatever size you turn
out to be when your milk comes in ... which varies a lot and is hard to predict. Highly recommended.

Good buy, comfortable
Ems161
I bought this product a week ago and it is one of the most comfortable maternity bras I have come across so
far. My baby is due in 2 weeks so I haven’t yet used it for nursing so can’t comment on that aspect. The only
thing I would say is about the size, it fits me fine now and I have some space but not much, I’m certain I will
need a bigger size when little one actually arrives (I went for a large and am presently a size 12 / DD). But for
current everyday wear and sleeping in, I find it perfect.

